
Great solution for today’s farm economy: New Allegiant™ seed 

CHS is launching Allegiant™ seed, giving you access to some of the very best genetics 
and traits available in the market – at a value price. 

CHS Eastern Farmers agronomists have the technical information and knowledge to 
help you place these hybrids on your farm.  Right away you’ll see proven technologies 
like SmartStax® RIB Complete corn, VT Double PRO® RIB Complete corn, Genuity® 
Roundup Ready 2 Yield® soybeans, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans, and Liberty 
Link soybeans.  

We’re excited about offering Allegiant seed. These are the hybrids, varieties and 
technologies you’ve been asking for, at competitive prices that will help your bottom line. 
 
Rest assured, you won’t be choosing from unproven seed varieties. CHS has been 
growing Allegiant seed in many of our local CHS trials this year, and we can show you 
multiple-year data on Allegiant corn hybrids and soybean varieties.

When you buy Allegiant seed, you’re buying from the company you own. That’s a 
difference you simply won’t find anywhere else. You can trust us to bring you the 
solutions you need, based on our knowledge of your farm and the local growing 
conditions.

Our investment in this new seed brand demonstrates our unwavering allegiance to our 
farmer-owners.  Our CHS Eastern Farmers agronomists are ready to help you identify 
the best Allegiant® seed choices to fit with your complete hybrid and variety placement 
plans this year.  





Maximizing Returns with YieldPoint
Precision ag is definitely a hot topic on the market right now. You can't read a farming article that doesn't 
have an advertisement or discuss grid sampling, yield mapping, variable rate fertilizer, imagery, or Nitrogen 
and crop modeling.  

In 2017, seed will exceed most people’s fertilizer inputs; this being the case, variable rate seeding and 
fertility is becoming second nature. If you know  some field areas that don't quite live up to that highest yield 
potential, why waste thirty dollars an acre on fertilizer or seed?  In the current economy getting the right 
bushels are going to be just as important as getting the right market price. With intensive field by field 
management and constantly changing technology the easiest place to start on your farm is soil fertility. By 
breaking up your field into individual points, by grid or zone sampling, we can now  associate higher and 
lower yielding values to these areas. Better yet, bring in your yield maps and we can create a plan based 
on your knowledge and farms cropping history.

Who doesn't want to know  how  lock in a profit this year or make sure we are maximizing every dollar spent 
on every acre? To top it off, do you know  when and where that field desperately needs nitrogen, fungicide, 
or foliar feed application? With our new  crop advisor tools from CHS Yieldpoint and Climate Corp, we will 
provide you with that insight. "People in both fields (baseball and agriculture) operate with beliefs and 
biases. To the extent you can eliminate both and replace them with data, and gain a clear advantage" 
― Michael Lewis, Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game. I don't know  about you but I'd like to have a 
little insight from our past and look confident into the future. 

With these tools we can save you dollars per acre on inputs and unlock yield potential like we have never 
seen before! Contact your CHS Agronomist and YieldPoint Precision Specialist to learn more about what 
we can do for you and your farming operation.












